Introduction
Passions are of an extremely important significance in composer´s heritage by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 -1750). Their importance lies not only in the number of songs, but in their exceptional artistic quality which appeals to the contemporary audience. Their importance lies in the deep philosophical message that the author passes to his audience by means of his music and that is perceived by a wide audience, from the religious and secular minded people. The deep Christian faith of the author is reflected in all the attributes of Bach´s composer´s poetics which is based on the principles of the period in which he lived, the principles that he remained faithful throughout his active composer's work. His passion represent the synthesis of the development of this music genre and Bach reached in it his peak, which has not been beaten by any of his contemporaries nor followers. His passion work is the culmination not only of the music development of passion, but it is also the culmination of the spiritual world that was shaped from the era of Luther reformation in the protestant world culture. He closed the line of ideas and thoughts declared by the great German reformer who in a significant way influenced the development of the European socio-cultural history and of European music.
The Development of Passion
At the era of Johann Sebastian Bach the passions experienced their peak period in the formation of Protestant church music. In Western European music culture is the history of passion connected with the history of sacred music. Their developmental line can be followed since the story of Jesus Christ, from his passion and death, his story was set to music, to Gregorian one voice chant, and then to more voice motet style, or to the combination of both stylesresponsorial passion. After the division of West European Church to two confessions -Roman Catholic and Protestant -the development of passion has during the Holy Week in the churches musical instruments and any instrumental music were not allowed, it is assumed (Abraham, 2003, p. 317) , "(…) that Passion was performed in secular buildings or in Hamburg and they had their own law, similarly as in Venice" 24 . In the development of Protestant passion there was achieved, in the middle of 17 th century, the significant turning point. Passion were based on the text from Gospel -that was set to music in its original prose, and ecclesiastical songs (hymns, anthems) were added and performed by choirs or solo singers. To this textural basis recitatives and arias were set to music for solo and choir. In the oratorio, there is an important role of narrator, sang by the gospeller 25 . Due to the common qualities with oratoriothe narrator, gospeller, the basis of the text of Gospel and passion are known as oratorio passion by J. S. Bach. The other significant developmental feature of oratorio passions is that they are accompanied by musical instruments. Due to the fact that passions in Catholic confession were not allowed to be accompanied with musical instruments, their development was in this part of Europe reduced and slowed down. 24 We suppose that there in Hamburg ruled their own liberal law that did not allow musicians to perform passions by the accompaniment of musical instruments in churches. The use of musical instruments in passions (in Hamburg) had impact on the practice of Northern Germany. Subsequently, after St. John Passion by Th. Selle was performed in Hamburg, there start to be performed orchestrated passions in the church of St. Michael in the Hanseatic Town of Lüneburg. Its cantor M. Jacobi performed passions in 1652 accompanied by cornet. The archival sources from the church of St. Michael (there in this church J. S. Bach was one of the singers in the years 1700 -1702) indicate that were performed orchestrated passions: by D. Becker -St. John Passion (1678), J. Gestenbüttel -St. Matthew passion (Braun, 1997 (Braun, , p. 1477 . 25 The character of narrator starts to be excluded in oratorios from that period, and that is quite interesting fact. th , 1724 in the temple of St. Nicolas, the passion entered the history of passion in Leipzig.
Passion in the Work by Johann Sebastian Bach
Johann Sebastian Bach with his passions followed the historical development of this musical kind 30 . In his composer´s and personal attitude, there happened one interesting event. Despite the fact that in the beginning of 18 th century there was slowly developing the new kind of passion oratorio in Hamburg (this oratorio is of poetic character without the direct use of a text from Gospel), Johann Sebastian Bach follows the older type oratorio passion in his 28 To the city of Hamburg belonged significant position in performing passions. This was not only because they were progressive in performing new kinds of passion oratorios in the beginning of 18 th century, but also because of the arrival of G. Ph. Telemann and his position of church music director in 1721. Since 1722, a year after he was in the role of music director, until his death in 1767, he established regular performance of repeating cycles and alternating texts of the four evangelists: St. Matthew, Mark, Lucas and John Passion. This regularity stimulated and encouraged G. Ph. Telemann to fertility in composing passions and he reached the number of 46. 29 Alfred Dürr believes that regarding the illness and death of J. Kuhnau in this year, they were not performed (Dürr, 1999, p. 143 31 . This kind of passion is based on the text from Gospel and cites it directly. J. S. Bach, however, goes further in his own treatment of passion, and following the text he gains in the work inner integrity and continuity. The text of Gospel is unifying element of the whole work. From musical aspect the work keeps to its sacral cantatas that contain choruses, recitatives, arias, and chorales. Within the frame of this music organising of material, the text chosen acquired a particularly unifying feature. J. S. Bach knew and used also newer trends of the development of passion, passion oratorio 32 , and despite the fact he continues in composing their older textural form 33 . It is obvious that he believes that only the text of Gospel is respectable enough to express the biblical story about the suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Passions by Johann Sebastian Bach represent the masterpiece in the field of oratorio passions.
The number of passions composed by this great cantor at St Thomas Cathedral, is even today being investigated by music historians. According to an obituary from 1754 (Schulze, 1972 
St. Matthew passion BWV 244
The first performance of St. Matthew Passion kept to the tradition according to which they their opening was on Holy Friday, April 15 th , 1979 in the church 31 There is not known the case about the performance of passion oratorio in Leipzig, while Bach worked here (Dürr, 1999, p. 46) . 32 From Brockesa, the composer of passion oratorio, were made probably the following texts of arias: numbers19, 31, 32, 58, and 60 (Schmieder, 1976, p. 345) . 33 The two kinds of passions -oratory passion and passion oratorio -they differ from each other essentially only the text that they use. 34 K. Küster quite disputes this number when he says that the authors of obituary could be wrong and they could rank between J. S. Bach´s passions also the works of other composers that he only "introduced", or they sometimes considered the other version of the same work to be a new work (Küster, 1999, p. 432 (Platen, 1999, p. 29) . In other words they are interrelated as parody. We meet with this hypothesis also in both versions According to BA and NBA -in Systematic-Thematic Catalogue of works by Johann Sebastian Bach and Wolfgang Schmieder (Schmieder, 1976, p. 345 and 1990, p. 424) .
During the life of Johann Sebastian Bach were his St. Matthew Passion performed several times, with author´s musical arrangements while the performance was accommodated to the changes. It is worth noting the performance on Good Friday in 1736 which brought arrangements that concerned: a) Orchestral changes (arrangements):  In the number 19, there were transverse flutes replaced by recorders,  In the number 30, there was bass solo part replaced by alto part,  In the numbers 56 and 57 there was a lute replaced by viola da gamba. b) Changes in the details of the structure, which can be seen as major arrangements compared to the older version.
Scientists as well as practising musicians agree that the new adaptation of this work from the year 1736, can be considered an original version of St. Matthew Passion, thanks to its preserved reliable copy of the score (Platen, 1999, p. 33). One of very important decisions that Johann Sebastian Bach made, was to replace the lute in the numbers 56 and 57 (numbers given according to NBA) by viola da gamba. Both musical instruments bear similar symbols that are not joined with music -mainly grandeur and dignity, but also sadness. Viola da gamba was selected by Johann Sebastian probably from two reasons: 1. Acoustic: because viola da gamba as a string musical instrument, is able to sound emotively in a way similar to that of human voice. And that was her main function during all her musical practice.
39 Playing passions during Holy Friday was to Johann Sebastian Bach the musical peak of the year (Steiger, 2002, p. 129) . 40 According to American musicologist and an outstanding performer of old music, Johsua Rifkin, they were originated in earlier period (Platen, 1999, p. 24) . 41 The last owner of autograph was since 1818, Johanna Nikolaus Forkel (Schmieder, 1976 , p. 345).
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42 believes that Johann Sebastian Bach took into consideration the musical talent of young Karl Friedrich Abel (1723 to 1787), who after the death of his father in 1737 came to Leipzig as a student of Thomasschule, and at the same time he was the member of Leipzig Collegium musicum, which was conducted by famous Leipzig Thomaskantor.
There is another interesting fact, Johann Sebastian Bach knew the father of Carl Friedrich Abel, Christian Ferdinand (1682 to 1737), who was an excellent performer of viola da gamba and cello, from the time of his Köthen years, and their families had a very good relationships. This is evidenced by the fact that Johann Sebastian Bach was the godfather of two children of Christian Ferdinand Abel. Thus we can assume that he was informed of talented son of his friend, and he prepared the part of viola da gamba, based on this knowledge. It is not probable, though, it could happen, that Karl Friedrich Abel was playing the part of viola da gamba in the year 1736, when St. Matthew passion were performed for the second time -and he was only 13 year old. However, Johann Sebastian Bach prepared him with the perspective, that he could be a good musician in the future. The question is, who was playing the part of viola da gamba during the second performance, even if young Karl Friedrich Abel cannot be excluded. It might have roots in our distrust in the ability of talented children in the past.
The (Steiger, 2002, p. 134) . 46 In the beginning of 18 th century Neapolitan opera had impact on oratorio. In Bach´s case, Neapolitan opera influenced his cantatas and by means of it, also passions and all his vocal and orchestral works.
"Chorus primus" and "Chorus secundus" (Platen, 1999, p.119) , while during the cast of each musical number, there is exactly marked which chorus is involved in the performance. The overall orchestration for both "choruses" is as follows: transverse flutes I, II, recorders I, II, oboe I, II, oboe d´amore (oboe of love) I, II, hunting oboe -oboe da caccia I, II, violin I, II, viola, viola da gamba, cello, organ and basso continuo (harpsichord, cello, double bass, and bassoon). Viola da gamba was not the part of the overall orchestral cast, which is based on the position of the viola da gamba and contemporary practice in the orchestration of Baroque Orchestra 47 . Thomas Church, is refuted by Alfred Dürr (Dürr, 1999 , p. 14) who considers it 47 There does not exist a reference in historic documents of viola da gamba as the part of Baroque orchestra. 48 It is conditioned by the fact that there is a lack of exact data and chronology, as well as of the place of origin of majority Bach´s compositions. However, on the other side A. Dürr admits that J. S. Bach could write during his Weimar years his own passions. It is based on the fact that Bach wrote "vocals" of St. Mark Passion (Reinhard Keiser) and he further states that, if he could write "vocals" then he could be motivated to write his own passions (Dürr, 1999, p. 15 (Schmieder, 1776, p. 345 ). In the second edition of the same catalogue the author adheres to the latest research results and states that they were premiered on Holy Friday in 1724, and the other time they were performed a year later, in 1725 (Schmieder, 1990, p. 427) . 54 This way is disputable the number 9 -Ich folge dir gleichfalls for soprano, obligatory musical instrument and basso continuo. If we suppose that it was designated for solo flute, there is contradiction with Baroque, its unusual tonality B major, and low pitch to d 1 . A. Dürr assumes that it was designated for solo violin, but the
Conclusions
Both works of passions whose author is demonstrably Johann Sebastian Bach -St. Matthew Passion BWV 244 and St. John Passion BWV 245, played an important role not only in the work of a great Thomaskantor, but also in the development of Baroque music, while they in a significant way affected the further development of music and musical thinking. Music historians and theoreticians agree that in these works, there culminates the overall tendency of the Protestant ecclesiastical church music which is directed to the unity of theology and music. On the other side, commemorative opening of St. Matthew Passion BWV 244 by 20-year-old Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, on Good Friday, March 11, 1829 in Berlin, 55 marked the beginning of a significant renaissance of Bach's work, who was a well-known composer among musicians of that period. Their reintroduction caught the attention of music loving public to the music of previous eras in the wider European geographical area. That music is nowadays known as "old music". Bach's passion compositions, however, affected and still have an impact on the formation of new generations of composers. 
